
 

WAMSS COMMITTEE MEETING REPORTS 
For the Committee Meeting to be held at 6pm on 31st August 2020. 

 
1.    Executive Report 

1.    President  
It’s been a busy month with lots of meetings about Internships, graduation and primarily final year 
issues at the moment. Once we have some more concrete details I will share it with you all through 
the facebook page or via email! Thanks again for all your continued hard work and dedication – I’m 
constantly amazed at the incredible things you all produce! 
 

● Marketing Officers: Our wonderful marketing officers have been cruising along with their 
swanky new merchandise! Lots of people were wearing our new Sunnies at Red Party a few 
weeks ago, and Dav and Brie have been liaising with our Sports Reps to try get more uptake 
of our new shirts for the sportsmen and sportswomen of WAMSS. 

● International Officer: Sherwin has, as always, been doing a great job answering questions and 
concerns from our international students. We are still in the process of advocating for 
internship placements for our final year international students, hopefully we make headway 
with this soon. 

● Queer Chairs: It’s been a quieter month for our new Queer Chairs, but I’m sure they have 
some great things in the pipeline. If there are any committee members who are able to try the 
Wavelength LGBTIQ+ course online and provide comments to Anthony and Thomas that 
would be fantastic.  

● Mental Health Chairs: Lianne has been doing an incredible job leading our amazing Mental 
Health team over the last month. They have some really exciting events coming up, including 
the ‘Avoiding Burnout’ event. This is going to be a great event, and it comes at a very relevant 
and crucial time of the year so make sure to come along and support the WMH team.  

● Indigenous Representative: In case anyone wasn’t aware, Tamika has been nominated as a 
finalist for Miss NAIDOC Perth 2020 – Tamika we are so proud of you! I’ll be meeting with 
Tamika soon to discuss if there are any opportunities for us to run events later this year. 

● AMSA: Ayeesha and Kriti have also had a quiet month (at least AMSA) wise, but I’m sure there 
will be more to report next time!  

● Electives & Exchanges Officer:  Rudra has done most of her WAMSS role for the year now. 
Unfortunately the MD3 students will not be going on their elective this year so she won’t be 
fielding 100s of questions from students! Thanks for your hard work this year Rudra! 

● Foundation: Erin is currently going through working out what to spend our Return of Assets 
on as well as other exciting projects! Perhaps bigger news is that our lovely Foundations 
Chair is moving onto bigger and better things next year… say hello to your WAMSS President 
for 2021! Congratulations Erin and can’t wait to see how amazing you are! 

 
 
 
 



 

 
2.    Vice President Internal  

Hey everybody! I hope everyone has had a lovely past month. It has been a good one here in WA - 
beautiful weather (ish) as usual, fairly quiet on the COVID front and great to have all four of our 
medical cohorts back in action after their uni-from-home/Zoom university periods. It’s an exciting 
day for our MD2s who will be beginning their clinical immersion phase in the next week. You will all 
be amazing! I’m sure all of the MD4s like myself are starting to get into study mode, and bunkering 
down for the next few months of exam preparation 
  
Issues from the last month  
Examination for end of semester/year 
The Medical School has been in ongoing talks with the UWA Examinations office regarding options 
for end of the year/semester examinations. The MD1s successfully trialled the online Examplify 
software during Semester 1, and this continues to be the preference of the UWA Exams office. Some 
students, particularly MD4 students have raised concerns about Examplify, and the MEdical School is 
continuing to explore the options available (paper based F2F, Exemplify invigilated F2F). We are likely 
to have confirmation soon 
 
Regarding OSCEs and practical assessments MD4s trialled the Zoom OSCE format for their mock 
OSCE with great success. Much was learned by students and faculty alike. Similar to exams, much of 
what will happen is still contingent upon the evolution of COVID-19 in WA and a final decision will be 
made soon. WAMSS academic events will be running their mock OSCEs for MD3s and MD4s in the 
coming months 
 
COVID contingency planning  
Several students have raised concerns about the impact a second wave of COVID would have for the 
ongoing education of medical students, particularly those in clinical years. The Medical School is 
aware of the events unfolding in the eastern states and is continuing to ensure there are plans for 
students should a second wave emerge. Examination planning (see above) is the main area of focus 
currently 
 
Planning for 2021 and the new course  
This has been something that has unfortunately been put on the backburner while we were sorting out 
our COVID response. The planning for 2021 will continue to be the focus of our next few months as 
WAMSS. 
 
International Students 
There are still a small number of international students overseas and unable to return to Perth. 
Brendan is working with their respective year coordinators to help with their transition back to Perth 
(where possible) or to organise alternative plans.  
 
Orientation for 2021 



 

I have been in discussions with JT/Shane our year reps and Brendan and Helen regarding improving 
the orientation for incoming MD1s and joining MD2s for next year. We are likely to continue planning 
once we have new reps elected for 2021. 
 
Scholarly Activity 2020 and onwards 
Congratulations to all of our MD4s who have now completed their Scholarly activity projects. A 
special mention to several MD4 research students who have successfully published their papers in 
journals all over the world!  
 
In the last week I have set up a Describe your Scholarly Experience form for MD3 and MD4 students 
to complete. This will hopefully provide a bank of personal experiences about the difference 
Scholarly activity streams, and will be helpful for MD2s currently selecting projects. Please remind 
your MD3/4 peers to complete it when they can 
 
WAMSS will have a stall at the Scholarly Activity Expo with our projects and for anyone who has 
questions regarding how they can combine their 2021 Committee roles with Service Learning.  
  
Portfolios: 

● Year 1: Are back for Semester 2 which has so far been running smoothly. Most of the MD1 
learning continues to be online, however where possible things are running in person 
(especially anatomy labs). They have just completed their first assessment which ran in a F2F 
mode. On an exciting note all of their stethoscopes have been ordered! 

● Year 2: Are off to clinical this week (YAY). Everyone is hopefully feeling refreshed post their 
week off and reading to hit the wards. Only minor issues regarding assessments, but 
otherwise an uneventful month 

● Year 3: Are back to 4 week clinical rotations across all disciplines now including Obstetrics 
and Paediatrics. No issues from our MD3s 

● Year 4: Have had a particularly busy month finalising graduation yearbooks (and professional 
photography of 257 students), graduation jumpers, Paeds/O&G Revision lectures, mock 
OSCEs and Ethics Essays. Frank and Katherine acted proactively to major issues with the Prep 
for Internship Unit - all of which have now been resolved. Only a few more weeks to go 
friends! 

● RCS: Jas has been living it up in Karratha. No news on the RCS front - the students have sat 
their Ophthalmology exam, handed in all of their assignments and are now just planning for 
the end of the year.  
 
3.    Vice President External  

● Congrats on Toby for getting VPE 2021! I'm sure he's going to do an amazing job <3 
● Discussing with Lecturio a potential free trial, group discount and free memberships to give 

away as prizes 



 

● Sponsorship for pre-intern conference is ramping up and is taking up most of my time right 
now, fingers crossed it doesn't turn virtual as there's a lot of money in sponsors coming 
in-person 

● Locked in sponsorship for AMA, BOQ 
● Ball sponsors- SKG, Concept Fertility are locked in 
● Finalising all the year book ads 
● Sent off past WAMSS membership benefits to Foundations as well as academic resource 

quotes 
 
Portfolios: 

● Redparty: Really, really, really, really awesome work with Red Aware Week and Redparty!!! 
Especially given the uncertainty of everything leading up to it, people asking after selling out 
just shows how popular it was :) The whole team defs needs to give themselves a pat on the 
back for bringing it back to life! 

● Pubs: Looking forward to the Reflex this year :D 
● SGR: Awesome team, core conditions summaries sent out to clinicians by the time of this 

meeting probs 
● MD2 Orientation: Thanks again for megacamp idea <3 
● SHMRC: Have done an awesome job being flexible with COVID-19. Dealt with the uncertainty 

quite well and are now working with their team in a short amount of time to pull off a great 
event, looks promising so far! Sponsorship is looking swell :) 
 
4.    Treasurer  

After a much needed week off spent up north with the fellas, I'm back with a bunch of event budgets 
to approve, invoices to pay/send and reimbursement claims to process. Big moneys this month: 

● Our MD1 reps have been busy with the bulk stethoscope order, with most payments having 
processed this week! The last few payments should be made over the next few days before 
the final invoice is paid. 

● RP was a big success, with ~$9000 raised at the event (exact figure still tbd, I should have 
exact numbers by the time this meeting occurs). 

● The 50% ball deposit has been paid for Optus Stadium - can't wait for the amazing night.  
 
Other news: 

● We had 5 total SPG applications submitted to Guild. Will hopefully hear back soon on the 
outcome of these. 

● MD2 Halfway dinner (T minus 2 years) event has been made and I believe tickets will be 
going on sale in the near future. Super excited for this!!! 

 
Portfolios: 

● Interhealth - both TBH and Birthing Kits have run some very successful Bunnings BBQ 
fundraisers this month. We had our 5th IH meeting a few weeks ago and the whole 
committee is super engaged and passionate about moving on from COVID. Events are really 



 

starting to get off the ground, with planning going ahead for the remainder of the year and 
next year.  

● Academics - Tithi and Ayeesha have been the usual superstars that they are. A lot of behind 
the scenes planning and budgeting this month for the mOSCEs coming up soon. 

● Socials - Matt, Em and Kierra have been getting in contact with other med school social 
teams to plan for scrubs cubed. Keep it up legends <3 

● MD1 orientation - While not WAMSS related, Sarah got to show off her 4x4 driving skills in the 
break up North. 

● Med ball - The ball team has been amazing keeping me in the loop with all the payments, 
contracts etc for the ball! Tickets will be on sale in due course as well. 
5.    Secretary  

It’s starting to heat up, as the first wave of COVID19 trails behind us. More emails are coming in for 
venue bookings and EMP questions, great to see WAMSS getting back up and running. The major 
developments have been the commencement of elections (congrats Erin, Toby and Stu!), looking 
into preparation for the Joel Carson / Ball awards, helping to set up events (WAMSS footy, let’s go), 
setting up WAMSS notes (primarily handled by the legendary Jono) and general meeting prep. 
Portfolios: 

● Communications: Jana is a legend working through hectic GHC21 work 
● Website and IT Officer: Words can’t describe how grateful I am to work with Jono 
● UCO: Liv’s event went off without a hitch. So successful and I really did nothing but let her run 

it with her subcommittee. You’ve transformed the role @Liv, especially from where it was in 
2019 

● Sports: these guys have been super busy, lot’s to organise for the back end of this year. The 
volleyball event was extremely fun and smooth-sailing, and we’re all looking forward to a 
WAMSS footy win in the upcoming match on Friday 28th August 

 
2.    Education Report 

1.    Education Chair  
HE Numbers have finally been sorted. I have said that every meeting and I am not sure if this is the 
actually the final solution, but we shall see. The information has now been updated on MD 
Community. Anyone with ongoing issues needs to contact Angela Hayter  
 

2.    Year 1 Representatives  
● Stethoscope order is well under way. Almost ready to pay MedShop! Approximately 102 

stethoscopes ordered. Checking with the Treasurer for the amount.  
● Liaising with faculty regarding MD1/MD2 Improved Orientation. A matriculation ceremony or 

formal dinner situation possibly next year.   
● Meeting with Narelle regarding Assessment 1 for sem 2 (back to face to face assessment).  
● Held a Sem 2 BBQ at Matilda Foreshore to welcome students back to uni after mid sem 

break. Nice to see everyone again! 
● Fortnightly meetings with Helen and Brenden have revolved around mode of assessmen 



 

● MD1 has not had too many complaints this semester which is wonderful. All teaching is 
organised well, released on time, workshops effective. 

 
3.    Year 2 Representatives  

Planning Halfway Dinner 
 

4.    Year 3 Representatives  
Started implementing monthly feedback from rotation reps to report at the MD3 faculty meetings 
 

5.    RCS Representative  
Currently in discussion with faculty about their final year RCS pilot in 2021 that will be available for 
MD4s in Albany, Bunbury and Broome. 
 

6.   Year 4 Representative  
● Jumpers have arrived and are being distributed currently. 
● Yearbook photography is complete and our subcom is hard at work. 
● Grad dinner is planned for Dec 4th. Venue locked in, and planning is well underway. 
● Pre-intern mixer w ND (sponsored by Avant) is coming up, and looks to be a good event. 

 
7.    International Officer  

Emailed PMCWA regarding International Students' Internship offer. Reply is rather generic. 
International students are expected to get a response around September. 
 
3.    AMSA Report 

1.    AMSA Representative  
Nothing to report 
 

2.    AMSA Junior Representative 
No report submitted 
  
4.    Social Portfolio Report 

1.    Social Representatives  
We have started planning scrubz cub3d and will have the event up this week. Venue is nearly locked in 
and our collaboration with the other med societies are going well. Kierra is very good at making new 
friends. 
 

2.    Medical Dinner Representatives  
No report submitted 
 

3.    Allied Health Representatives  
Nothing to report 
 



 

4.    MD1 Orientation Events Coordinators  
Nothing to report 
 

5.    MD2 Orientation Events Coordinators  
No report submitted 
 
5.    Sports Portfolio Report  

1.    Sports Representatives  
Events coming in the next month - ND vs UWA AFL match at McGilvray, tri varsity netball at UWA. 
Hunt Cup date needs updating to fit around the social calendar. Working with Lookout on Relay for 
Life including fundraising and team recruiting. MD1 sport reps have made the smart decision to just 
raise teams for the competitive interfaculty weeks given that all the MD1's are still off campus it's 
been very difficult to get numbers for sports. Friendly reminder that everyone is welcome! 
 
6.   Communications Portfolio 

1.    Communications Chair  
● We've been posting things on socials as requested by various portfolios!  
● Please keep asking us to make these for you 
● Lots of portfolios already have access to the accounts which makes our job V easy (and void 

- hence us being axed next year LOL)  
● Planning to do a nice insta post sometime soon, so please hit us up with any good 

pics/content that you think would be fun for us to share to our followers :)  
 

2.    Publications Chair  
No report submitted 
 

3.    Marketing Officers  
No report submitted  
 

4.    Website & IT Officer 
● Website Cleanup - ongoing, deleted a few pages. Please add more info to 

https://wamss.org.au/website-cleanup-2020 if you haven't already, there are still a bunch of 
empty boxes! otherwise get ready for some spam emails from www@wamss.org.au :) 

● Elections - Lianne is doing my job for me <3 
● WAMSS Notes - please report any issues, apparently some files don't appear until you 

refresh?? 
 
7.    Academics Portfolio 

1.    Student Grand Rounds Coordinators  
Ongoing with CCS 

● Issues with finding clinicians to cross check summary sheets 
● Currently collating all of them into a big Google drive which will be available to all 



 

● Likely to be uploaded to LMS once we can go through with faculty / check them with 
clinicians 

 
2.    Academic Events Coordinators  

HECTICALLY PLANNING MOCK OSCES FOR MD3 N MD4 
 

3.    SHMRC Convenor  
● Abstract writing workshop finalised and planned for 26th August 
● SHMRC planned for Thursday 29th October 6pm at Perth Children's Hospital 

 
8.   Non-portfolio bound 

1.    Interhealth Chairs  
We’re running an Interhealth Quiz Night, scheduled for Wednesday the 30th of September so get a 
table of 10 ready for the littest quiz night of the year! The funds raised will be donated to our Crossing 
Borders team’s charity of choice. We have also approached Curtin’s IHOC and ND’s Vision to 
collaborate with us and they are keen! We’re still sorting out the logistics of the event with the help of 
our MOOs (ILY Jess & Nic). Hit us up if you have any fun ideas for the minigames/questions.  
 
We’re also running a IH Subcommittee get together scheduled for the 17th of September since we 
couldn’t have a Training Night where the subcomm get to meet and mingle with each other. We 
intend for this event to be more casual but also hope this event will help keep the subcomm 
engaged on matters related to global health and up-skill in global health and we plan on having a 
few current/ex-students come by and have a chat about where you can go with global health.  
 
The projects:  

● TBH: Sem 2 visits are underway and are being run by the subcomm. Designed a scholarly 
activity for Service Learning for 1-2 students for next year.  

● Birthing Kits: Assembly night on the 24th of September in collaboration with UniHall so bring 
your friends for a wholesome time!  

● Lookout: ran a successful visit at Ronald McDonald House. Currently planning the WAMSS 
Relay for Life and the sign ups have opened.  

● Yira: Two Indigenous students have joined the subcomm for culture governance.  
● Code Green: Wrapped up the Plastic Free July and delivered all of the prizes.  
● Crossing Borders: placements at PCH are back up and running! CB4H have also been doing 

some great online advocacy!  
 

2.    Red Party Chairs  
Red Party and Red Aware Week happened! The biggest week of our year. Expecting a total of 
$8000-9000 to be made from Red Party, will need to double check with treasurer for the exact 
figure, and we should be able to tie it in to the same project as last year which is nice 
 

3.    Indigenous Chair  



 

Meeting and talking with Indigenous students across all MD to  touch base and address any ongoing 
concerns that they may have.  
 

4.    WAMSS Mental Health Chairs  
Completed: 

● (Event) WMH presents: Imposter Syndrome. I'm so happy and proud of how this event went! 
We had 66 attendees and had great feedback. A huge congratulations to Cynthia Carvalho 
who put the event together and chaired the discussion for the evening, and big thanks to 
Helen Wilcox, Paul McGurgan and Rhiannon Hicks for joining us on the evening. 

● (Event) WMH GPS Art Challenge: we had 10 entries. One active and talented artist has won 
$100, with thanks to MIPS, for their creative portrait of Kim Kardashian. All credit to Emily 
Wishart for bringing this event to life! 

 
 
 
Ongoing: 

● (Advocacy/survey) Mental Health/COVID-19 Survey: the follow up survey has been done, 
with around half the response rate as the first bunch. Zaza is just running the analysis now 
and we'll be going through the results soon. Will keep you all updated when we know more! 

● (Advocacy) AMA Position Statement on the Health and Wellbeing of Doctors: The AMA 
released a great document (see here: 
https://ama.com.au/system/tdf/documents/AMA%20PS%20Health%20and%20wellbeing%2
0of%20doctors%2016_7_20.pdf?file=1&type=node&id=52263) 

 
Thank you to the Education Portfolio for their help in preparing our response and recommendations, 
using the framework from the AMA's statements. We sent the following recommendations to the 
Medical School 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13UHz5HK6LpsJfZssbw4YldEg-f4WDCqmdIygfFpbKTg/edi
t 
 
Once our WMH Chair 2021 Chair has been elected (exciting!!!), we will meet with Helen +/- 
Sub-Deans to discuss these. If there is anything else you want to discuss, let me know! 
 
Upcoming: 

● (Event) WMH presents: Avoiding Burnout. Anticipation +++. We have three amazing junior 
doctors joining us for this event; I could listen to them talk for hours and I'm so excited for 
tomorrow! Hope to see you there! 

● (?Event) SPGs pending: 1) MD1 Mentor-mentee catch up and 2) WMH goes Rock Climbing! 
Watch this space B) 

● Meeting with DHASWA 
● (Website) Updates 
● Chase Grill'd for our $300 



 

 
5.    Undergraduate Communications Officer  

The most recent thing that happened with UCO was our successful "Journey to Becoming a Doctor". 
Many thanks to Dev and Brie for coming down and sharing their tips and tricks with the undergrads. 
We hit the covid capacity of Alexander LT which was very exciting!! 
 
We are now moving towards planning our next event, a surgical skills night with UWASS on 9th 
October. If anyone would like to volunteer to teach undergrads some suturing / scrubbing in please 
let me know. I will get in touch with Guild Volunteering to see if volunteer hours can be recorded for 
time spent. 
 

6.   WAMSS Electives & Exchanges Officer  
No report submitted 
 
 
 
 

7.    Foundation   
It's been a relatively quiet month for Foundation, but plans are being made to finish off the year 
strong. Kate and Deepaysh have made some great progress with the drafting of a proposal and pilot 
group launch for the multi-year mentoring program, and I'm super excited for this to be potentially 
fully implemented this year. We've had further discussions regarding Return of Assets, and further 
looking into the potential of a clinical equipment loaning program (stay tuned). Membership benefits 
and Census are also both progressing nicely. 
 

8.   Queer Chairs 
● Continuing discussions with Curtin and ND with establishing a state wide Queer med student 

group  
● Continuing discussions with Curtin and ND to do a collaborative event 
● Will be looking to promote the LGBTQIA medical education survey across the student groups as 

well as through the LMS (after SES). 


